Show Us the Problems With Your School Building

We’re reporting on school conditions and need your help to show the public and officials how widespread issues are — and how they affect students and staff.

We’ve heard from nearly all of Idaho’s superintendents about issues in their districts. Now, we want to hear from you. By reporting the truth and bringing attention to this issue, we hope to improve the lives of students, educators and Idaho communities.

We’re interested in photos or videos you can share of conditions in your school you consider distracting, unsafe or otherwise challenging for students and staff, including:

- The thermostat when it’s hot in classrooms.
- Water leaking from the ceiling or roof.
- Cracks in the walls.
- Unsafe parking lots, street crossings, etc.
- Exposed wiring or electrical concerns.
- Inaccessible infrastructure or design.
- Failing plumbing or collapsing pipes.
- Brown or discolored water.
- Aging, deteriorating roofs.

Please don’t edit, Photoshop or add filters to photos or videos. We’ll reach out before publishing what you share, and you can let us know if you don’t want your name published.

Scan this code or visit propub.li/idaho to learn more & submit photos and videos by Sept. 30:

Or you can email idaho.schools@propublica.org with the original photo or video attached, a description of what’s happening, where it was taken and by whom.